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This document describes the design and development of
a Building and Spaces Information System at the Naval
Postgraduate School. The system was designed to be used by
the Naval Postgraduate School facility resource managers
as a decision making aid.
System analysis techniques were applied to the present
facility resource decision system to determine its structure
and information needs. Additional problem analysis was
conducted to determine which of the needs could be incor-
porated into an information system. The intersection of the
foregoing needs and the subsequent problem analysis deter-
mined the structure of the new system. The objective of the
new system was to supply the managers with a centralized
source of information with regard to existing facilities.
A complete software package was designed, tested, and
documented, but not implemented. An extensive user's manual
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This thesis describes the preparation and recommended
use of a Building and Spaces Information System (BASIS) as
part of a proposed Total Integrated Management Information
System at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPGS) , Monterey,
California. The plan for the NPGS MIS was formally pre-
sented in LT Lochridge ' s proposal of December 10, 196 8
[Ref. 3]. The Building and Spaces Information System
(BASIS) will use the NPGS IBM 360/67 computer. Computers
have been used extensively in the past 15 years for the
storage and retrieval of information, i.e., as a data
bank [Ref. 7]. It is only recently that this data bank
concept has been used by management as an aid in decision
making.
A. ANALYSIS OF THE PRESENT DECISION SYSTEM
To prepare an information system that would serve as
an aid to the NPGS facility resource managers it was
necessary to analyze the existing decision system. An
understanding of the system's organization, points of
decision responsibility, and information needs had to be
obtained prior to designing BASIS. This understanding was
gained through research and interviews. The system is
described in the following sections.
1 . Organization and Responsibility
The general organization and lines of communication
for facilities management at NPGS are illustrated in Figure
1 [Ref . 5]
.
The responsibility for the planning and allocation
of facility resources at NPGS are defined and distributed
as described below [Ref. 5].
a. Facilities Planning Board
The Facilities Planning Board is composed of
the Deputy Superintendent for Operations and Programs
,
as Chairman, the Academic Dean, the Deputy Superintendent
for Administration and Logistics, and the Plans Officer,
as Secretary. The Public Works Officer serves as a tech-
nical advisor to the Board. The functions of the Board
include:
1) Advising the Superintendent on use and development
of land and facilities in support of the School's
mission
.
2) Reviewing the Basic Facility Requirements and
advising the Superintendent on matters related to




The Plans Officer is charged with the develop-
ment of short range, long range, and operating plans of
the school. He has the following well defined responsi-
bilities in the facilities area:
1) Developing and maintaining current plans for Area
Coordination and Disaster Control for the school.
2) Coordinating the development and maintenance of an
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Superintendent. This includes broad and detailed
planning required by the academic programs and
academic support services related to student loads
and building space allocation and utilization.
3) Coordinating the development and maintenance of
a physical resources inventory, to include all
structures
.
4) Assistance and liaison in development and main-
tenance of the Master Development Plan.
5) Function as liaison between the Faculty and the
Deputy Superintendents for the planning of academic
buildings, facilities and support services.
6) Accomplish special projects related to any of the
above functions.
c. Public Works Officer
The Public Works Officer is responsible for:
1) Maintenance of and alterations to buildings.
2) Administration and maintenance of government
housing.




The Class Scheduler does not actively partici-
pate in facilities planning, but does directly influence
space allocation while performing the following duties:
1) Preparing an academic schedule for each quarter.
2) Recommending changes in room usage in the interest
of improving efficiency of operations.
3) Making statistical studies of teaching loads, class
sizes, and room and laboratory usage.
e. Resources Management Systems Board
The Resources Management Board was established
in April, 1968. Its purpose is to advise the Superintendent
on all resource management matters and to aid all NPGS
10
managers in the utilization of their resources [Ref. 6].
Thus it will directly affect how the facility resources
are managed.
2 . Information Needs
With the system organization and decision responsi-
bility points identified, interviews were conducted to
gain further insight into the decision system and to deter-
mine its information needs. Interviews were conducted with
the Plans Officer, Scheduler, and Public Works Department.
The interview with the Plans Officer, who serves as
Secretary of the FPB, provided information on both the
Board's decision making process and his own. All major
facility resource allocation, planning, and management
decisions are made by the Facilities Planning Board for final
approval by the Superintendent. These decisions include
approval of the NPGS Master Development Plan, establishment
of MILCON priorities for the Master Development Plan,
establishment and review of facilities requirements, and
space allocation at the building and academic department
level. The Plans Officer serves as collector, analyzer,
and compiler of the information required by the FPB in their
decision making. He also makes space allocation decisions
on a daily basis that do not require action by the FPB.
These include the reallocation or change in use of spaces
within a department. His principal source document
for decision making and supplying information to the Board
on existing facilities, their capabilities, and usage rate
All interviews referenced were conducted during Jan. 1969
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is an inadequate and outdated 19 55 NPGS Public Works pub-
lication entitled "Building and Space Locations and Assign-
ments" [Ref. 4]. A sample page from this document is
shown in Figure 2. The Plans Officer also disburses
facility resource information along organizational lines
when the requirement arises. He can also cross organi-
zational lines in performing his liaison function to work
directly with anyone facing facilities resource problems.
The Plans Officer also needs information for the
preparation of periodical and special reports. Two of
the periodic reports are extensive. The first is the
OPNAV 1100 series on Shore Activity Facility requirements,
current inventory, deficiencies, and correction of defic-
iencies. This report is submitted annually to the Bureau
of Naval Personnel. The other is the Health, Education,
and Welfare Department (HEW) report "Inventory of College
and University Physical Facilities, OE FORM 2300-7." This
report requires an initial submission and annual updating.
An example of the special requests for information from
outside agencies he receives would be a request from the
Department of Defense for space to hold one of its Summer
Study Sessions. Requests of this type are common and may
require checking the availability of all spaces on the
campus if the request is for a large number of rooms.
Thus the Plans Officer and FPB have a definite
need for an expanded, readily available, and easily main-
tainable source of information on existing facilities,
12
Sample Page From
Building and Space Locations and Assignments
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their capabilities, and usage rate. This need will become
even more acute by 1972 when the number of rooms at NPGS,
as described in the Master Development Plan, is expected
2to expand from the present 2000 to approximately 3000.
The interview with the Scheduler revealed that she
is currently doing her job of quarterly schedule prepar-
ation by manually matching course requirements for student
load and room capabilities against a manually updated
cardex file containing classroom and laboratory capabilities
and seating capacity. After the schedule is complete, she
manually prepares the reports mentioned in the previous
section. Upon completing the schedule she holds the only
complete list of unoccupied rooms available for special
uses. As a result she handles all one-time use requests
for classrooms throughout the quarter. A typical request
would be for a room in Spanagel Hall for 1000 Tuesday which
would seat at least 35 people and is equipped with a pro-
jection screen. To answer such a request she must take
the time to search the cardex file containing a card for
each classroom to find a room with the required capabilities
that is unoccupied at 1000 Tuesday. The Scheduler needs a
readily available and easily maintainable source of infor-
mation on classroom and laboratory spaces only, their
capabilities, and their scheduled use. Equally important
is an automated means of summarizing the data required for
her daily and periodic requests for information.
Interview with the NPGS Plans Officer.
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The Public Works Department's role in the facilities
resource decision system is to administer the government
housing (public quarters) and provide current and projected
maintenance costs for all NPGS facilities. Maintenance
costs are kept by building and not for each individual
space. They also submit reports to other commands on
maintenance costs for all facilities and on government
housing occupancy rates. Thus their information needs
would be served by: 1) an easily maintained and current
public quarters inventory with associated occupancy rates
and maintenance costs and, 2) a complete building inventory
with related maintenance costs.
In summary, the primary information need of the
managers within the facility resource decision system is
a current, accurate source of information about existing
facilities, their capabilities, usage rates, and maintenance
costs. This source must be easily maintainable, readily
available, and easy to use.
15
II. BASIS DESIGN
This chapter describes the design of the Building and
Spaces Information System (BASIS) based on the previously
defined needs of the facility resource decision system.
While reviewing these needs it became apparent that the
task of designing the entire system would require more time
than was available for this thesis. A decision was then
made concerning what portion of the design could be accom-
plished in the time frame of the thesis.
A. DESIGN RESTRICTIONS
It was decided to work toward satisfying the needs of
the Facilities Planning Board, Plans Officer, and Scheduler
and at the same time provide the base for future expansion
of BASIS. This decision was based on the fact that this
appeared to be where the most urgent needs were and the fact
that work has already begun on the Public Works Information
3System. Thus this initial version of the BASIS was
designed to provide:
1) Information on the capabilities of all existing
NPGS facilities at the individual space level.
2) Usage rates on all facilities located on the NPGS
campus
.
3) Detailed scheduling information and classrooms and
laboratories
.
3Lochridge, R.K., A Proposal: Naval Postgraduate School
Management Information System
, p. 59") Naval Postgraduate
School, December, 196 8.
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Maintenance costs were not included because they are re-
corded for entire buildings and not individual spaces.
Public quarters occupancy rates, one of the possible inter-
face points with the Public Works Information System, were
not included because of the time limitation. The program-
ing emphasis was directed toward creation of the data bank,
retrieving the total record, and printing it in edited
report format. File searches would not be implemented due
to the time limitation.
B. SYSTEM DESIGN
The design of the system includes data element determin-
ation, logical record design, report design, file design
and maintenance, and programing. Due to the complete
incompatibility between the data elements chosen to describe
the spaces on the NPGS campus and those chosen for the
public quarters, an individual data bank was designed for
each of them. The expected specific use of the classroom
and laboratory scheduling information suggested another
individual data bank to serve this need. The three data
banks are referred to as the Public Quarters data bank, the
Building and Spaces data bank, and the Classroom and Labora-
tory Usage data bank. Each of them will be discussed
separately in the remainder of this section.
1 . Data Element s
a. Building and Spaces
The building and spaces data bank contains data
on all spaces except public quarters. It is intended to
17
provide complete and current information about existing
facilities mentioned in Chapter I. It contains all the
data elements found in the 1955 Public Works publication
[Ref. 4] and several others. The RMS Classification cate-
gories were included and expanded somewhat since classrooms
are included in the Academic category but are assigned to
the Scheduler rather than an academic department. The
capabilities of each room were explicitly delineated in
terms of DC power, AC power, and other attributes such as
4
water, natural gas, projection screens, etc. The Navy
Category Code and HEW Code were included to be used as
4keys for future search routines.
b. Classroom and Laboratory Usage
The Classroom and Laboratory Usage data bank
contains data elements on each classroom and laboratory so
classified by the RMS. It is intended as a source of
readily available usage information for use by the Scheduler
in daily and periodic reporting. Each space is identified
by number, capacity (student stations), and use. For each
hour from 0800-1600 of each day of the academic week the
data bank contains the number of students using the room,
the curriculum of the students, and the academic department
4
assigned to provide an instructor. These data elements
are manipulated to provide usage rate percentages (load
factor) and empty room data.
4 See Appendix B, Section I, for details.
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c. Public Quarters
The Public Quarters data bank contains data
elements on each set of public quarters administered by
NPGS Public Works Department. It is intended as the answer
to the need for complete and current information on exist-
ing facilities. The data elements include such basic
attributes as street name, quarters number, gross area,
type unit and construction, year of construction, auto-
mobile storage available, and those items of basic equipment
supplied by the Navy. The Navy Category Code and HEW Code
5
were also included for further categorization.
2 . Logical Record Design
The logical record for each data bank was designed
with two purposes in mind. The first and most important
was to make data collection and preparation for keypunching
as straight forward and simple as possible. The second was
to arrange the record in such a manner as to make programing
as efficient as possible. Sections I and II of Appendix B,
the Users Manual, give a detailed explanation of any codes
or abbreviations used and illustrate graphically the logical
record length and format. The record lengths are fixed in
all cases but the lengths and formats vary between data
banks. Ample space was left at the end of both the Public
Quarters and Building and Spaces records for additional
data entries when the BASIS is expanded to include that
i
r
See Appendix B, Section I, for details.
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information needed, but not included, in the original
design for reasons mentioned earlier. This expansion can
be accomplished without changing the logical record length
or the block size of the master file. These two master
files are blocked 12 records to a block (a group of logical
records on tape) , while the Classroom and Laboratory Usage
master file is blocked 10 records or 2 rooms to a block.
3 . Report Design
As mentioned earlier, the BASIS was designed with
three individual data banks which combine to compose the
system data bank. These remain separate due to the incom-
patibility of data elements between banks and needs of
the users. Rather than have every user receive the entire
output, which would amount to approximately 270 pages, it
was decided to let each user decide which report or com-
bination of reports he desired.
The design of each individual data bank report
(printed output) was intended to make the search for a
particular record easier. For instance, the street name
or building number is the first item listed in each report
and is consistently located in the same place throughout
the report. An example of the report from each data bank
and the peripheral programs is shown in Section IV of
Appendix B.
Each of the data processing programs for the three
data banks includes error checking routines. These routines
are designed to assist the user in insuring that data is
20
"error free" prior to using it to initiate the master file
tape that forms each data bank. The error messages are
designed to point the user to the card column or group of
columns where the error exists on each card. An example
of the error messages for each report plus the file main-
tenance program are available in Section IV of Appendix B.
4 . File Design and Maintenance
Since the System 360 offers both tape and direct
access (disk) storage devices, the design of the file or
data bank for each of the three subsystems was done by
giving careful consideration to the inherent characteris-
tics of any file. These characteristics are file volatility,
activity, and size. It is expected that the volatility
(the addition and deletion of records form a file) will be
low due to the somewhat static nature of the Public Quarters
and Building and Spaces data banks and due to the fact that
the Classroom and Laboratory Usage data bank will be com-
pletely recreated every quarter. The amount of activity
(frequency of file use) is not expected to exceed one
access per week for the most highly used file. In terms
of activity this is considered to be low. The size (the
number of records in the file) of all these files is small,
the largest being the Building and Spaces file with about
3000 records maximum within the next five years. An addi-
tional consideration is that probably no attempt will be
See Reference 2 for all questions concerning termin^
ology used in this and following sections.
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made to utilize the System 360/67 time-sharing terminals
for BASIS data manipulation.
Based on low file volatility, low file activity,
and small file size it was decided to organize the master
file in a sequential manner using tapes as the file
storage devices.
The sequential organization of each file is as
follows
:
1) Public Quarters: Alphabetical by street name and
in ascending numerical order within street name
according to house number.
2) Building and Spaces: Ascending numerical order by
building number and room number within each
building.
3) Classroom and Laboratory Usage: Alphabetical by
building name and ascending numerical order by
room number within each building.
Each of the three subsystems would utilize a separate tape
volume, allowing unlimited apportunity for growth for the
file. The queued sequential processing method was chosen
for file maintenance. Using this method, the input trans-
actions (change records) are grouped together (batched)
,
sorted into the same sequence as the master file, and the
resulting batch is then processed against the master file.
The transaction file may be initialized on tape and sorted
using the System 360 supplied SORT Procedure or it may be
sorted on the card sorter and processed directly from the
card reader.
As the entire NPGS Management Information System
becomes active it may be desirable to change to one of
22
the direct access methods of processing in order to be
more compatible with the rest of the system. This need is
not forseen in the next five years.
5 . Programing
All the programing for the processing of the BASIS
data banks was done in System 360 Assembly Language (AL)
.
This language was chosen for its efficiency, the ease with
which file searches can be implemented and conducted using
such instructions as Translate and Test, Test Under Mask,
and Logical Compares, and because part of the NPGS MIS was
already being programmed in AL. Admittedly, this language
lacks the recursiveness of PL/I or LISP and programs
written in it can be difficult to interpret and understand
when improperly documented. However, these seeming lia-
bilities can easily be overcome with a good understanding
of the System 360 and the use of extreme care to insure
that the program is documented in detail with both comments
with the program listing and flow charts. The program
listings immediately following Appendix B and the flow
charts in Appendix A illustrate that extreme care was used
in the preparation of program documentation for this
system.
a. Fundamental Algorithms
One basic algorithm was used to do all error
checking in the three programs. A single data field or a
group of data fields were checked for blanks, special
characters, alpha characters, or numeric characters as
23
applicable by loading the address of the first column to
be checked into a register. The count in the register was
then repeatedly incremented by one until the entire filed
had been checked. Two Compare Logical Immediate (CLI)
instructions were used to determine if the column contained
a punch within the desired range of characters. Since the
System 360 uses the Extended Binary Coded Decimal Inter-
change Code (EBCDIC) to hexidecimally represent all
characters, a compare shows a blank smaller than the special
characters, which show smaller than the alpha characters,
which show smaller than the numeric characters [Ref. 1]
.
Examples of the error checking routines just described can
be found throughout the program listings immediately
following Appendix B.
A standard table look-up algorithm was used
whenever an alpha or numeric code was used to represent a
data item in a logical record. Once again the organization
of characters plus their hexadecimal representation allowed
easy conversion from a character to the core address of the
desired table entry. Each character is represented by a
full byte in the computer memory. The left half (4 bits)
of the byte is called the zoned half and the right half
the digit half. Thus the alpha character A is represented
as CI, B as C2 , and so on. Numeric characters are simi-
larly represent, with Fl representing the number 1. It
is the digit half of the character that is used in table
look-up. Each entry in the table is the same fixed length.
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The address of the first table entry minus the standard
entry length for the table is loaded into a general
purpose register. The zone half of the code character
from the data field is the logically "ored" with zero,
leaving only the digit half with any significance. This
binary number is multiplied by the standard table entry
length and the result added to the address originally
loaded into the register to give the address of the desired
entry. If the standard entry length is a power of 2
(2, 4, 8/ 16, ...) the multiplication can be accomplished
with the Shift Left Logical (SLL) instruction. Examples
of this table look-up algorithm can be found throughout
the Public Quarters and Building and Spaces program
listings immediately following Appendix B.
The final algorithm of significance is the one
used to perform the binary search in the Building and Spaces
subsystem program. If a space is classified as Service or
Tenant by the RMS Classification, then the Navy Category
Code from the record must be converted to its descriptive
phrase and the phrase printed. The codes and their descrip-
tions were stored in a table. The address of the first
entry was subtracted from the address of the last and
divided by the standard entry length for that table to get
the number of entries in the table. This number was then
divided by 2 and the remainder added to the quotient (to
insure that the entire table was searched) to find the
entry number that represented the middle of the table. This
25
entry number was then multiplied by the standard entry
length and added to the address of the first entry to
obtain the address of the middle table entry. The category
code of this entry was then compared with that in the record
to determine which half of the table to search next and
which half to disregard. This process was continued until
an equal compare was found or the table search was complete.
No attempt was made to store the middle address of the
table permanently in the program, since this would reduce
the flexibility presently available with the search. There
are 75 entries in the table shown in the Building and Spaces
program listing immediately following Appendix B. The
search algorithm is designed to be used with up to 12 8
entries without requiring a change to the algorithm. To
expand the table beyond 12 8 entries only the instruction
that stops the search after 7 compares need be changed,
b. Program Integration
The three basic programs and the file main-
tenance program operate with three peripheral programs
which initialize the master files and produce the Histori-
cal Load Factor and Quarterly Empty Room reports. The
integration of all these programs into a foundation for




The most obvious extension beyond the preparation of
any data bank is the development of file search procedures.
These are necessary to make the BASIS a true information
system with selective data retrieval possible. This chapter
will describe some of the searches that would be possible
and useful from the existing files for each subsystem and
give insight into how they might be initiated.
A. POSSIBLE SEARCHES
The possible types of data bank searches are many.
They are reduced considerably, however, once a data bank
organization has been chosen. In the case of the BASIS
data bank, with its sequential organization, the choice is
reduced to one, sequential. The reasons for sequential
organization were given in section B. 4., Chapter II. The
utilization of this type of search by no means reduces the
ability to search or the thoroughness of the search.
It is possible to search any of the three files by
keying on any data field that appears within the record
formats illustrated in Section II of Appendix B. To do
this, however, would be a waste of computer time, since
some of the lists produced would be useless. A list of
all possible searches reduced to those that are meaningful
becomes a list of probable search items.
27
B. PROBABLE SEARCHES
1 . Search of Individual Files
Probable searches include those that are required
to retrieve information necessary for report submission,
answering questions arising from short term local problems
,
and long range planning estimates. Probable searches per-
taining to each data bank individually will be considered
first, followed by those pertaining to more than one data
bank.
a. Public Quarters File
The most likely search of the Public Quarters
file would be keyed on Navy Category Code or basic equipment
or both. It could provide individual lists of quarters by
category code, including a square footage subtotal for each
category, by basic equipment combinations, or by both cate-
gory code and basic equipment. This information would be
used both by the Plans Officer and the Public Works Depart-
ment in report submission and as a basis to make long range
projections of future housing requirements.
b. Building and Spaces File
The Building and Spaces file offers a wide range
of data elements upon which to key. Once again, the Navy
Category Code would be used to provide lists and square
footage by code for use in the 1100 series reports submitted
by the Plans Officer to the Bureau of Naval Personnel.
Other items very likely to be keyed upon would be the HEW
code, RMS Classification, various room capabilities,
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academic department usage, and the Damage Control Plan (DCP)
spaces. Each of these searches could produce a list of
applicable rooms, the total number of spaces in a category,
and square footage subtotals, if desired. The HEW code and
RMS Classification lists and totals and a combination list
would be used in the HEW report. The capabilities and
departmental usage lists in combination could be used to
determine what space allocation changes among academic and
service departments are necessary as variations in curric-
ulum sizes and/or corresponding department sizes occur.
Additionally such reports could be used as justification
for building programs as increases in student input are
predicted. The DCP list would be used as just that, a
list of authorized DCP spaces for use by the Plans Officer,
c. Classroom and Laboratory File
The Classroom and Laboratory Usage processing
program already contains a very simple search that results
in a list of empty classrooms and laboratories. Another
search keyed on curriculum could produce a list of class-
rooms and laboratories used by each curriculum during a
quarter or possibly just the number used. This information
would be valuable in determining increased needs due to
predicted increased curriculum size. Another search keyed
on academic department could reveal the number of instruc-
tional hours per quarter each department is assigned and be
used to equalize teaching loads between departments, accord-
ing to size. Searches of this file are somewhat limited
due to the small number of data elements.
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2 . Ultimate Searches
a. Classroom Scheduling
When the BASIS is fully developed, probably the
most beneficial search or searches would be the one that
would allow each quarter's scheduling to be done by the
system. All the data elements required for such a program
are already in the Building and Spaces data base. They are
the RMS Classification of classroom and laboratory, the
number of student stations in each room, the capabilities
of each room, the building number, and the room number. A
list of classrooms and laboratories with capabilities and
number of student stations would be matched against the
type room, number of students, and capabilities required
for a given course. A secondary match would be done against
building number in an attempt to schedule either in the
professor's office building or in the building that the
students were scheduled in during the previous hour.
Naturally, after a match was found a weekly schedule block
would have to be checked for available hours. The imple-
mentation of such a program could well be the subject of
another thesis.
b. Scheduling Related Searches
Closely related to a scheduling search is the
formation and maximum utilization of multi-purpose labora-
tories. The multi-purpose laboratory concept entails
combining the capabilities of two or more existing but
physically separate laboratories into one laboratory. A
30
search keyed on laboratory capabilities would produce lists
of laboratories with enough similarities to be considered
as candidates for combination. Both obtaining the list
of candidates and the later scheduling of multi-purpose
laboratories depend heavily on the ability to effictively
search the BASIS data banks.
As the Master Development Plan is carried out
major facilities reorganization and reallocation will be
required. BASIS file searches could be used to efficiently
implement this reorganization. Searches keyed to academic
department space and usage categories would provide de-
tailed lists of the space presently occupied by each
department. Matching this information against the spaces
available for allocation in the new buildings or realloca-
tion in the old buildings would produce a list of all
possible reorganization combinations. Additionally it
would illustrate all the possibilities that existed among
departments for reallocation of space,
c. Public Quarters Scheduling
The future inclusion of occupancy rates and
maintenance information in the Public Quarters data bank
would allow another useful search to be implemented. The
date of predicted vacancy and the date of last major main-
tenance (painting, etc.) would be entered into the data
bank as data elements for all quarters at the time of
occupancy. A data bank search could then be performed at
regular intervals to produce two lists based on date of
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vacancy and the required maintenance frequency. One list
would contain all quarters to be vacated by a certain date
that would require maintenance. The other list would
contain all quarters to be vacated by the same date that
would not require maintenance. These lists would provide
an easily maintained future occupancy and maintenance
schedule
.
C. SEARCH PROCEDURE CONCEPTS
It is impossible to describe a search procedure in
great detail without actually flowcharting the logic. How-
ever, possible procedures for AL programmed searches can
be suggested.
An extremely simple routine would be to search the
entire file on one field, i.e., on one key using a logical
compare instruction to locate the desired records. A
slightly more sophisticated, but also more productive,
method would be to set up a storage area the same size as
the record and use each byte of the area to hold the mask
for a Test Under Mask (TM) instruction. This would allow
a file to be searched using the Boolean logic of "and,"
"or," and "not." AL provides the capability of setting
the desired mask and then altering it logically [Ref.l].
Using the concepts presented above, the BASIS files
could be searched very rapidly and thoroughly even though
sequentially organized.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The preparation of the data bank for the BASIS was
the initial step in the formation of a true information
system. The collection and preparation of the data to
fill this bank will be a considerable task and must
necessarily be done with care and thoroughness if the data
retrieval searches are to provide accurate, meaningful
information for the NPGS managers to use in decision making.
However, once this initial task is complete, system main-
tenance should require only one or two hours per week.
In their present form the reports produced by the system
will probably be most useful to the Facilities Planning
Board, Plans Officer, and Scheduler. The searches con-
sidered in Chapter III are intended only as examples of
those that might be implemented. As the system is developed
and its capabilities become known to a greater number of
managers, it is expected considerably larger number of
searches will be required and uses found to meet everyone's
needs
.
There are certain recommendations that must necessarily
be made if the system is to be of maximum usefulness. The
Plans Officer, due to his position in the present system
should be charged with the overall responsibility for both
the initial data collection, system implementation, and
maintenance. Direct assistance should be available from
33
both the Scheduler and the Public Works Department. The
importance of data collection and preparation cannot be
over-emphasized and therefore, it is recommended that
either a military staff member or a civilian emplyee with
a good knowledge of NPGS operations be assigned to directly •
supervise this task as a primary duty for as long as is
necessary. The activation and maintenance of the processing
programs is not a task for one inexperienced in computer
operations, so it is recommended that a NPGS Computer
Facility Applications Programmer be assigned the task.
This is currently the procedure for maintaining the NPGS
Library Retrieval System.
Based on the experience of data bank preparation,
it seems likely that a viable thesis could be done in
system search routine preparation and every attempt should
be made to accomplish this as soon as possible after the
data collection and preparation is completed. This is even
more important if a real effort is made to make the system
capabilities known throughout NPGS, for the more capable
the system the more users it will be able to satisfy.
34
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This manual has been prepared as a guide for the imple-
mentation and use of the NPGS Building and Spaces Informa-
tion System (BASIS) . It provides guidelines for the
classification and collection of building data, proper data
formating for key-punching, and data processing utilizing
the computer programs designed for the BASIS.
The contents of this manual are divided into four major
sections as follows: Data Collection, Data Preparation,
Data Processing, and Reports. Each of these sections is
further subdivided into three subsections, one for each
of the major BASIS processing programs whose listings
immediately follow this appendix. A description of each
major and peripheral program may be found in Section III of
this appendix.
This manual is intended primarily for use by the person
or persons charged with overall system implementation.
Expanded guidelines will be required for those individuals
involved in data collection and preparation. Applications
Programmers should work from program listings generated
by the card deck programs held by the Plans Officer and
from Section IV of this manual.
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I. DATA COLLECTION
This section contains recommended procedures for the
collection of data to fill the three data banks. The sample
data collection forms provided for each bank may be used
directly or serve as a guideline for preparation of other
such forms that the user may see fit to use. It must be
remembered that data collection must be complete and
accurate if full value is to be obtained from the BASIS.
A. PUBLIC QUARTERS
The Public Quarters Data Collection Form (Figure 3) may
be used to collect the data for this bank, which will con-
tain data on all public quarters under control of the Naval
Postgraduate School.
1 . Data Sources and References
All but one of the data items required for input
to this data bank can be taken directly from the Family
Housing Detail NAVCOMPT FORM 2 77A kept by the NPGS Public
Works Office. NAVDOCS P80 contains a formal definition of
all data categories on FORM 277A. The item not carried on
this form is the Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) code
described in the HEW Manual entitled "Higher Education
Facilities Classification and Inventory Procedures." The
HEW code for all NPGS public quarters is 0920 and can be



































































































































2 . Data Definition and Collection Procedures
The data categories that follow combine to make up
a single data record for Public Quarters. Each of the items
will be found on the accompanying data collection form
(Figure 3)
.
STREET NAME : Record street names as assigned in
La Mesa Village. Record NPGS as street name for
quarters located on the Naval Postgraduate School
grounds
.
HOUSE NUMBER : Record assigned house number for
quarters located in La Mesa Village. Record the
quarters number for those located on the NPGS
grounds
STORIES : Record the number from Block 30 of NAVCOMPT
FORM 211A.
GROSS AREA : Record the number from Block 36 of
NAVCOMPT FORM 211A.
BEDROOMS: Record the number from Block 3 7 of
NAVCOMPT FORM 211A.
BATHS (HALF/FULL) : Record the numbers from Block
3 8 of NAVCOMPT FORM 211A.
BASIC EQUIPMENT : Pick and record the applicable





BUILDING TYPE : Record the number from Block 2 3 of
NAVCOMPT FORM 2 77A.
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CONSTRUCTION : Record the description for the type
checked in Block 21 of NAVCOMPT FORM 277A.
YEAR : Record the numbers from Block 24 of NAVCOMPT
FORM 277A.
AUTO STORAGE : Record the number from Block 4 of
NAVCOMPT FORM 2 77A.
NAVY CATEGORY CODE : Record the numbers from Block
2 7 of NAVCOMPT FORM 2 7 7A.
HEW CODE : Code 0920 is permanently recorded on
the data collection form.
B. NPGS BUILDINGS AND SPACES
The NPGS Buildings and Spaces Data Collection Form
(Figures 4 & 5) may be used to collect the data for this
data on all buildings and spaces under the control of the
Naval Postgraduate School except public quarters.
1 . Data Sources and References
There is no single source of data available from
which to gather the information for this data bank. The
data collector should work in close contact with and take
direction from the NPGS Plans Officer since he will be
aware of the status of any recent physical plant surveys
and maintains the most up-to-date copy of the 1955 Public
Works publication entitled "Building Space Locations and
Assignments," which might be used as a room-to-room guide.
The Plans Officer also maintains a file of all planning and
accomplishments of Task Group 3 of the Resources Management















































































































































































































































































































































































































also has a copy of the HEW Manual entitled "Higher Educa-
tion Facilities Classification and Inventory Procedures
Manual" from which the HEW codes come. NAVDOCS P-72 is
available at the NPGS Public Works Office and contains a
complete Navy Category Code listing.
2 . Data Definition and Collection Procedures
The data categories that follow combine to make up
a single data record for the Building and Spaces Data Bank
and serve as an explanation for each data category found on
the data collection form.
BUILDING NUMBER : Record the assigned NPGS building
number.
SPACE NUMBER ; Record the assigned space number
and letter (if applicable) preceded by a single
letter abbreviation for the building name (if
applicable) from the following table:
LETTER BUILDING
B Bullard Hall





W West Wing (Hermann)
If the space is included in the NPGS Damage Control
Plan, follow the space number with an asterick (*).
EXAMPLE: S101A*
DIMENSIONS : Record the length and width dimensions
of the space measured to tenths of a foot.
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NAVY CATEGORY CODE ; Record the Navy Category Code

































































, CENTRAL TOOL SHOP
, ELECTRIC SHOP
,AUTO VEH. MAINT. FAC
.
.VEH. MAINTENANCE SHED


















.EW BARRACKS WITHOUT MESS
.EM BARRACKS WITHOUT MESS
.MESS HALL


































































.SECURITY FENCING & WALLS
.FIRE ALARM SYSTEM






.FLEET NUM. WEATHER CENTER
.NAVY SYSTEM MGT . CENTER
CAUTION: 1. If the code that best describes the space is
not in the above table then so state on the
data collection form and bring it to the
attention of the data collection supervisor
so it may be added to the table after con-
sulting NAVDOCS P-72.
2. Items in the 939-XX category are locally
defined.
HEW CODE: Record the HEW Code from the following table:
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215 Class Laboratory Service
220 Special Class Laboratory
225 Special Class Laboratory Service
2 30 Individual Study Laboratory
235 Individual Study Laboratory Service
250 Non-Class Laboratory









4 30 Open-Stack Reading Rooms
440 Library Processing Rooms
455 Study Facilities Service
500 SPECIAL-USE FACILITIES
510 Armory Facilities
515 Armory Facilities Service
520 Athletic-Physical Education Facilities
523 Athletic Facilities Spectator Seating
525 Athletic-Physical Education Facilities Service
HEW Manual
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530 Audio-Visual, Radio, TV Facilities
535 Audio-Visual, Radio, TV Facilities Service
540 Clinic Facilities (Non-Medical)
545 Clinic Facilities Service (Non-Medical)
550 Demonstration Facilities
555 Demonstration Facilities Service
560 Field-Service Facilities
590 Other Special-Use Facilities
595 Other Special-Use Facilities Service
600 GENERAL-USE FACILITIES
610 Assembly Facilities
615 Assembly Facilities Service
620 Exhibition Facilities
625 Exhibition Facilities Service
630 Food Facilities
635 Food Facilities Service
640 Health Facilities (Student)
645 Health Facilities Service (Student)
650 Lounge Facilities
655 Lounge Facilities Service
660 Merchandising Facilities
665 Merchandising Facilities Service
670 Recreation Facilities
675 Recreation Facilities Service
690 Other General-Use Facilities
695 Other General-Use Facilities Service
700 SUPPORTING FACILITIES
710 Data Processing-Computer Facilities
715 Data Processing-Computer Facilities Service
720 Shop Facilities
725 Shop Facilities Service
730 Storage Facilities
735 Storage Facilities Service
740 Vehicle Storage
745 Vehicle Storage Service
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750 Central Food Stores
760 Central Laundry
790 Other Supporting Facilities
795 Other Supporting Facilities Service
800 MEDICAL CARE FACILITIES
810 Human Hospital-Clinic Facilities
815 Human Hospital-Clinic Facilities Service
820 Human Hospital-Patient Care Facilities
825 Human Hospital-Patient Care Facilities Service
840 Dental Clinic Facilities
845 Dental Clinic Facilities Service
850 Veterinary Hospital-Clinic Facilities
855 Veterinary Hospital-Clinic Facilities Service
860 Veterinary Hospital-Animal Care Facilities
865 Veterinary Hospital-Animal Care Facilities Service
900 RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES
910 Residence for Single Persons
911 Dormitory
912 Food Service in Residence Halls
920 One-Family Dwelling









082 Alteration or Conversion Area
083 Unfinished Area
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RMS CLASSIFICATION : Record the proper classification from
the following table of definitions:
ACADEMIC: This category contains all spaces assigned
to academic departments except laboratories
.
(See Department Use category for all possible
entities under this category)
CLASSROOM: All instructional rooms used chiefly for
lecture, recitation, and seminar type class
meetings
.
LABORATORY: All instructional rooms equipped for
experiments with general purpose equipment.
TENANT: Any military activity classified as a tenant
activity by the Plans Officer.
SERVICE: All spaces not assigned to one of the above
categories
.
STATIONS: Record the seating capacity of the space. If
this category is not applicable to a particular space
record NA.
AC POWER : Record none, any, or all of the items from the








DC POWER : Record none, any, or all of the items from the









OTHER ; Record none, any, or all of the items from the











DEPARTMENT : If Academic or Laboratory is selected from
NPGS CLASSIFICATION category, then record the code for




BADM BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND ECONOMICS
EENG ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
GOVN GOVERNMENT AND HUMANITIES
MATH MATHEMATICS






DEPARTMENT USE : If Academic is selected from NPGS CLASS-
IFICATION category, then record the departmental use from
the following table of categories with their definitions:
SPECIAL PURPOSE LABORATORY : An instructional room
equipped for experiments but limited by its configura-
tion or installed equipment to a fairly specific use.
Examples are: Anechoic Chamber, Reactor Facility,
Linear Accelerator, and to a lessor extent most Chem
labs, Radar lab, Underwater Acoustics lab.
RESEARCH LABORATORY : A special purpose room providing
research facilities and not made available for regular
class meetings. This includes rooms used by graduate
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students for individual research and thesis. Rooms
assigned to individual faculty members as offices were
excluded on the premise that their principle use was
for administrative functions. (Faculty offices were
designated "Office")
STUDENT STUDY SPACE ; A room designated for student
study. No thesis rooms were included in this category.
OFFICE : Academic and clerical rooms or suites of
rooms with office-type equipment assigned to one or
more staff member for the performance of administra-
tive, clerical, or faculty duties other than meeting
of classes. Waiting rooms, office files, and inter-
connecting corridors within a suite of offices,
private toilets, and coffee messes will be included
under a sub-category of Office Service Area. Examples
in this category and sub-category are: offices
assigned to professors, curricula offices, lab offices,
faculty lounge, coffee messes, rooms containing dupli-
cating machines.
CONFERENCE ROOM : A room generally equipped with a
large table and chairs, to which classes or staff
members are not regularly assigned.
SUPPORT ACTIVITY : Spaces containing such supporting
activity for academic/lab facilities as: glass shop,
machine shops, instrument/machine repair shops,
technical libraries, general laboratory technician
work spaces. Note that these are for academic
department support and not Public Works.
STORAGE : Rooms or sections partitioned off and per-
manently used for storage. Cabinets and bins located
in class/lab rooms and containing routinely used
equipment are not included. Rooms used for issue of
laboratory equipment to students (such as electronics
components) are included as storage.
ACCESSORY : A general category for the inclusion of
all rooms and areas within a building existing for
the convenience of all who use the buildings, such as
corridors, lobbies, stairwells, elevators, and public
rest rooms, and for the maintenance and servicing of
the building, such as janitorial closets, furnace
rooms, utilities spaces, and electrical access spaces.
Corridors, lobbies, stairwells, and elevators are sub-
categorized as Circulatory Space.
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C. CLASSROOM AND LABORATORY USAGE
The Classroom and Laboratory Usage Data Collection Form
(Figure 6) may be used to collect the data for this bank
which will contain usage data on each classroom and
laboratory at Naval Postgraduate School by day, hour, and
week.
1. Data Sources and References
The data required for this data bank can be obtained




Data Definition and Collection Procedures
The data categories that follow combine to make up
a single data record for Classroom and Laboratory Usage.
ROOM NUMBER: Record the room number as assigned
preceded by a letter code from the following table:
CODE BUILDING
B BULLARD HALL
E EAST WING (HERMANN)




W WEST WING (HERMANN)
STATIONS : Record the number of student stations
(seat or lab. positions) as a 3 digit number.
QUARTER/YEAR : Record the quarter and academic
year to which the data applies.
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HOURLY DATA : The following categories are to be
recorded for each hour of the week.
NUMBER OF STUDENTS : Record the number of
students assigned to a room for any given hour
as a 3 digit number. If the room is not used
record 000.
CURRICULUM : Record the curriculum of the major-
ity (50%) or more of students assigned for
















PROFESSOR'S DEPARTMENT : Record the department
that is responsible for supplying the professor





CH MATERIAL SCIENCE AND CHEMISTRY
OA OPERATIONS ANALYSIS









This section contains instructions for taking the data
from the data collection form and properly formatting it
on a keypunch form for keypunching. It is extremely impor-
tant that the formatting instructions be closely followed
to insure that the data will be accepted by the data pro-
cessing program.
A. PUBLIC QUARTERS
This section contains record format, preparation
instructions, and file update format for all records to






This section provides instructions for formatting
each data item found on the Public Quarters Data Collection
Form (Figure 3). The space numbered "1" on the data
record format refers to the left most similarly numbered
column on the standard keypunch coding form and the standard
IBM computer card.
COLUMNS 1-10 (STREET NAME)
a. Enter the first 10 letters of the street
name in these columns.
b. If street name is less than 10 letters
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c. If quarters are located on NPGS grounds
enter NPGS in the first 4 columns.
COLUMNS 11-14 (HOUSE NUMBER)
a. Enter house number in these columns.
b. If NPGS was entered in column 1-4 then enter
QTR in columns 11-13 followed by the appropriate
letter in column 14.
c. If the quarters number is less than 4 digits
leave the unused columns blank.
COLUMN 15 (NUMBER OF STORIES)
a. Enter the number of stories directly from
the Data Collection Form.
COLUMNS 16-19 (GROSS AREA (SF)
)
a. Enter the gross area directly from the
Data Collection Form.
COLUMN 2 (NUMBER OF BEDROOMS)
a. Enter the number of bedrooms directly
from the Data Collection Form.
COLUMN 21 and 22 (NUMBER OF BATHS)
a. Enter the number of half baths in column
21 directly from the Data Collection Form.
b. Enter the number of full baths in column
22 directly from the Data Collection Form.
COLUMN 2 3 (BASIC EQUIPMENT)
a. Enter a single digit from the following







4 Stove & Refrig
5 Stove & Disposal
6 Refrig & Disposal
7 Stove, Ref, Disp
8 None
COLUMN 24 (CONSTRUCTION)
a. Enter a digit from the following table to






COLUMN 2 5 (BUILDING TYPE)
a. Enter the number directly from the Data
Collection Form.
COLUMNS 26 and 2 7 (YEAR)
a. Enter the last 2 digits of the year
directly from the Data Collection Form.
COLUMN 2 8 (AUTO PARKING)
a. Enter the number directly from the Data
Collection Form.
COLUMNS 29-34 (NAVY CATEGORY CODE)
a. Enter the numbers directly from the Data
Collection Form. Example: 724-30
COLUMNS 35-38 (HEW CODE)




3 . File Updating Format
This section contains instructions for formatting
a file update record.
a. File Access
In order to gain access to the master file it
is required that the first record be of the
following form. Starting in column 10 put the word
UPDATE followed by 5 blanks followed by the word
BY followed by a blank followed by the last name
of the person making the update.
EXAMPLE: UPDATE BY ARNOLD
b. Record Insert
Prepare the record as an original and indicate
that it is a record to be inserted in the Master
File by entering the letter I_ in column 80 of the
card.
c. Record Deletion
Prepare columns 1-14 as an original, leaving
columns 15-79 blank. Enter the letter D in
column 80 of the card to indicate the record is to
be deleted from the Master File.
d. Record Update
Prepare columns 1-14 as above. Enter the data
for updating in columns as if preparing an original
record, leaving these columns blank where data on
the Master File is to remain unchanged. Enter the
letter U in column 80 of the card to indicate that
the Master File record is to be updated.
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B. NPGS BUILDING AND SPACES
This section contains record format, preparation
instructions, and file update format for all records to






This section provides instructions for formatting
each data item found on the NPGS Building and Spaces Data
Collection Form (Figures 4 & 5 ) . The space numbered "1"
on the data record format refers to the left most similarly
numbered column on the standard keypunch coding form and the
standard IBM computer card.
COLUMNS 1-3 (BUILDING NUMBER)
a. Enter the 3 digit building number directly
from the Data Collection Form.
COLUMNS 4-8 (ROOM NUMBER)
a. Enter the room number directly from the Data
Collection Form.
b. Leave blank if no room number appears on the
Data Collection Form.
COLUMN 9 (DCP CODE)
a. Enter an asterick (*) if it appears after the


































COLUMNS 10-13 (DIMENSION, LENGTH)
a. Enter a 4 digit number for room length from
the Data Collection Form. DO NOT enter the decimal




on the Collection Form would
be entered as 0452 for keypunching.
COLUMNS 14-17 (DIMENSION, WIDTH)
a. Enter a 4 digit number as was done for the
length dimension.
COLUMNS 18-2 3 (NAVY CATEGORY CODE)
a. Enter the Navy Category code directly from
the Data Collection Form.
EXAMPLE: 171-10
COLUMNS 2 4-2 7 (HEW CODE)
a. Enter the HEW Code directly from the Data
Collection Form as a 4 digit number.
COLUMN 2 8 (NPGS CLASSIFICATION)









a. Enter a 3 digit number directly from the Data
Collection Form. Enter NA in columns 29 and 30 if it
appears on the Form, leaving column 31 blank.
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COLUMNS 32-4 (AC POWER)
a. Enter a letter code (one per column) from the
table below for each of the AC power capabilities
listed on the Data Collection Form:
CODE CAPABILITY
A 120V 60C 1PH
B 120V 60C 3PH
C 220V 60C 3PH
D 440V 60C 3PH
E 120V 400C 2PH
F 120V 400C 3PH
b. Columns 38 -40 must be left blank.
c. Leave the entire f:Leld blank if no
ties are listed on the Data Collection Form.
EXAMPLE : ACE
COLUMNS 41-49 (OTHER)
a. Enter a letter code (one per column) from the
table below for each of the OTHER capabilities











b. Leave the entire field blank if no capabilities
are listed on the Data Collection Form.
EXAMPLE: LMNR
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COLUMNS 50-5 7 (DC POWER)
a. Enter a letter code (one per column) from the
table below for each of the DC power capabilities








Y BAT. 12 5V
b. Column 57 must be left blank .
c. Leave the entire field blank if no capabilities
are listed on the Data Collection Form.
EXAMPLE: STY
COLUMN 5 8 (BLANK)
COLUMNS 5 9-6 2 (DEPARTMENT)
a. If the room is classified as Academic or
Laboratory enter the Department abbreviation
directly from the Data Collection Form.
b. Leave blank for all other classifications.
COLUMN 6 3 (DEPARTMENT USE)
a. Enter a number code from the following table
to indicate department use:
CODE USE
1 OFFICE
2 SPEC CLRM & LAB
3 STORAGE
4 DEPT CONF & REF
5 STU-FAC RSCH LAB
6 STUDENT STUDY
7 DEPT SUPPORT ACT
8 ACCESSORY
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b. Leave blank for all other classifications.
COLUMNS 6 4-80 (BLANK)
3 . File Updating Format
This section contains instructions for formatting a
file update record.
a. File Access
In order to gain access to the master file it
is required that the first record be of the follow-
ing form. Starting in column 10 put the word
UPDATE followed by 5 blanks followed by the word BY
followed by a blank followed by the last name of
the persons making the update.
EXAMPLE: UPDATE BY ARNOLD
b. Record Insert
Prepare the record as an original and indicate
that it is a record to be inserted in the Master
File by entering the letter I_ in column 80 of the
card.
c. Record Deletion
Prepare columns 1-8 as an original, leaving
columns 9-79 blank. Enter the letter D in column
80 of the card to indicate the record is to delete
from the Master File.
d. Record Update
Prepare columns 1-8 as above. Enter the data
for updating in columns as if preparing an original
record, leaving those columns blank where data on
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the Master File is to remain unchanged. Enter the
letter U in column 80 of the card to indicate that
the Master File record is to be updated.
C. CLASSROOM AND LABORATORY USAGE
This section contains record format, preparation in-
structions, and file update format for all records to be







This section provides instructions for formatting
each data item found on the Classroom and Laboratory Usage
Data Collection Form (Figure 6). The space numbered "1"
on the data record format refers to the left most similarly
numbered column on the standard keypunch coding form and
the standard IBM computer card.
COLUMNS 1-5 (ROOM NUMBER)
a. Enter this number directly from the Data
Collection Form.
COLUMN 6 (USAGE CODE)
a. Enter a letter code from the following table




COLUMNS 7-9 (STUDENT STATIONS)
a. Enter as a 3 digit number the student stations























a. Enter a number code to identify the day of the







COLUMNS 11-73 (HOURLY DATA (0800-1600))
a. The columns are broken down by hour into 9











1. Enter in the first 3 columns of each hourly
group a 3 digit number indicating the number
of students scheduled in the room for that day
and hour. If the room is not scheduled enter
3 zeroes (000)
.
2. Enter in the next 2 columns of each hourly
group the curriculum directly from the
Data Collection Form.
3. Enter in the last 2 columns of each hourly
group the department directly from the Data
Collection Form.











COLUMNS 74-76 (QUARTER AND YEAR)
a. Use these columns on the first card (MONDAY)
of each week only.







c. Enter the last 2 digits of the academic year for
which the data applies.
EXAMPLE: 469
COLUMNS 7 7-80 (FIRST CARD OF EACH WEEK)
COLUMNS 74-80 (REMAINING 4 CARDS OF EACH WEEK)
a. Leave Blank
SPECIAL GROUP DELINEATOR: Each 5 record weekly group
must be followed by a single
record with a $ in column 1
and the remaining 79 columns
blank
.
3 . File Updating Format
This section contains instruction for formatting a
file update record. This procedure is used to update the
file between the quarterly recreations as a new schedule
is implemented.
a. File Access
In order to gain access to the master file it
is required that the first record be of the
following form. Starting in column 10 put the word
UPDATE followed by 5 blanks followed by the word
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BY followed by a blank followed by the last name
of the persons making the update.
EXAMPLE: UPDATE BY ARNOLD
b. Record Insert
Prepare the record as an original and indicate
that it is a record to be inserted in the Master
File by entering the letter I_ in column 80 of the
card.
c. Record Delete
Prepare columns 1-10 as an original, leaving
columns 11-79 blank. Enter the letter D in
column 80 of the card to indicate the record is
to be deleted from the Master File.
d. Record Update
Prepare columns 1-10 as above. Enter the data
for updating in columns as if preparing an original
record, leaving the columns blank where data on the
Master File record is to remain unchanged. Enter
the letter U in column 80 to indicate that the
Master File record is to be updated.
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III. DATA PROCESSING
This section contains recommended procedures for the
implementation of the data processing programs, the heart
of the BASIS. These programs are capable of checking input
data for keypunching errors and printing error messages,
initializing the master file tapes for each of the three
data banks, updating each master file, printing special
listings, and most importantly, printing in edited format
the data stored on the master file tapes.
A. PROGRAMS AVAILABLE
The programs listed in this section were compatable
with and run on the NPGS Computer Facility IBM 360/67 as
of May, 1969. They are held by the NPGS Plans Officer.
Sample output from each program is presented in Section
IV of this manual. The programs are:
1) Public Quarters: There are two programs available
to process public quarters data and provide error-
free and edited output. They differ only in Job
Control Language (JCL) and program Data Control
Blocks (DCB) . These differences allow processing
and error checking of data input from a card deck
while the other performs the same function on
master file tape input.
2) NPGS Buildings and Spaces: There are two programs
available to process building and spaces data and
provide error free and edited output. They differ
by and perform the same function on this data as
program 1) does on quarters data.
3) Classroom and Laboratory Usage: There are two
programs available to process usage data and pro-
vide error free and edited output. They differ in
JCL and DCB as described above. In addition, the
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program that accepts master file tape input,
writes on two separate tapes the empty room data
and the historical load factor data.
4) Master File Initialization: This program transfers
data for the three programs listed above from
cards to tape wnich serves to initialize the Master
File for that data bank.
5) Master File Maintenance: This program performs
record insertion, deletion, and updating from a
card input.
6) Empty Room: This program edits and prints from
a sorted tape input a list of empty classrooms
and laboratories by hour, day of the week, and
room size.
7) Historical Load Factor: This program edits and
prints from tape input a quarterly list of all
classrooms and laboratories with their load factor.
B. RECOMMENDED IMPLEMENTATION STEPS
The following basic procedures must be followed in




a. When implementing any of the processing pro-
grams using data punched on cards, it is necessary that
all cards be in ascending numerical order or alphabetical
order. This can be done mechanically on the NPGS Computer
Facility's card sorter or with the IBM SORT procedure
available with the System 360.
b. Contact the NPGS Computer Facility to arrange
for an Applications Programmer to check all Job Control
Language (JCL) cards provided with the programs. He will
insure that all necessary cards are present and that no
system changes have made the JCL obsolete since its
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preparation in May, 1969. Maximum use should be made of
the Applications Programmer, since he will be intimately
familiar with the operational procedures of the Computer
Facility.
2 . Specific Program Guidelines
The following rules are intended to provide spe-
cific guidelines for the activation of each program with
the assistance of an Applications Program.
a. Public Quarters
(1) Data Card Deck Organization . Organize
the input data card deck in the following manner:
1) Arrange the data cards in alphabetical
order by street name and in ascending
numerical order by house number within a
street name. This may be done on the
card sorter or with the SORT Procedure.
2) Insure that the last data card is
blank except for the word "UPDATE"
beginning in column 10.
3) Check the data deck to insure that
it is complete, i.e., contains a card
for set of public quarters.
4) Ask the Applications Programmer to
review the entire deck for overall
correctness prior to submission for
processing.
5) Submit the program for processing.
(2) Error Checking . A sample of the output
that can be expected from the card deck input is illustrated
in Section IV of this appendix. The error messages indicate
the data card and the columns on the card that have been
mispunched. To correct the errors:
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1) Correct the mispunched cards by
referring to the instructions in Sections
I & II of this appendix.
2) Resubmit the program for processing
and continue to correct as above and re-
submit until all errors have been elimi-
nated.
(3) Master File Initialization . Initialize
the master file for this data bank by:
1) Processing the error-free data deck
with the tape load program provided.
2) Process the master file at least
once to obtain a copy of the edited report
illustrated in Section IV of this appendix
(4) Master File Update . Update the master
file by:
1) Batching the changes until either at
least 25 have been accumulated or an up-
dated copy of the report is required.
2) Sort the update cards into the same
order as the master file.
3) Process sorted update file and the
master file using the program illustrated
in the section immediately following this
appendix.
4) To maintain master file integrity
the update program requires that the
first card in the update deck be prepared
as explained in Section II of this appen-
dix. The update program automatically
computes a new update number and records
the name of the person making the update.
To take full advantage of this master
file safeguard the person supervising
the file maintenance should maintain a
record of all updates for comparison with
recorded data.
b. NPGS Building and Spaces
(1) Data Card Deck Organization . Organize the
input data card deck in the following manner:
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1) The procedures required to process the
NPGS Building and Spaces data deck are
identical to those of the Public Quarters
deck except the cards must be in ascend-
ing numerical order by building number
and by room number within a building.
(2) Error Checking . Follow the procedures
described for the Public Quarters deck.
(3) Master File Initialization . Follow the
procedures described for the Public Quarters initializa-
tion.
(4) Master File Maintenance . Follow the
procedures described for the Public Quarters file main-
tenance .
c. Classroom and Laboratory Usage.
(1) Data Card Deck Organization . Organize the
input data card deck in the same way that the Public
Quarters deck is organized with the following exceptions:
1) Each room must be represented by a
group of 5 data cards.
2) The 5 cards must be in Monday through
Friday order.
3) The groups of cards must be in alpha-
betical order by building name abbrevia-
tion and ascending numerical order by
room number within a building.
4) Each group of cards must be separated
by a delimitor ($) card.
(2) Error Checking . Follow the procedures
described for the Public Quarters deck.
(3) Master File Initialization . Follow the
same procedures described for the Public Quarters
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initialization. Processing the master file produces two
additional files which must be processed as follows:
1) Sort the empty room tape by use
(classroom or laboratory), day, hour and
student stations.
2) Process the sorted empty room tape
using the Empty Room program illustrated
in the listings immediately following the
appendix. The resulting report is shown
in Section IV of this appendix.
3) Process the load factor tape using
the Historical Load Factor program
illustrated in the listings immediately
following this appendix. The resulting
report is shown in Section IV of this
appendix.
(4) Master File Maintenance . This file is
completely recreated at the beginning of each quarter so
it is possible that file updating may not be necessary.
If file updating is necessary follow the procedures
described for the Public Quarters file maintenance observ-
ing that:
1) It is necessary only to update the
card(s) of a particular weekly group
that require updating and not the entire
group of 5.
2) It is not necessary to separate the
cards by the delimitor ($).
For a better understanding of this system or to answer
any further questions concerning the system, obtain a copy
of the thesis of which this Users Manual is Appendix B.
The thesis is entitled "The Preparation of a Building
and Spaces Data Bank at the Naval Postgraduate School" and
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